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Luka.6: 46-49-YHWH divides His Yisraelite family into 2 categories.
Person #1- Hears and Does. A deep digger he builds on the Rock of Yahshua’s teachings, as
THE foundation. He cannot be shaken. He is a saved man. He allows YHWH to be the center
of his life. He takes an existing Foundation and rests on it.
Person #2- Hears the same teachings, but doesn’t do them. Does not apply the Master’s
teaching. An excuse maker. Names and uses circumstances to explain away lack of
compliance to Yahshua. Person #2 spoken of in vs.46 builds on the sand of emotions and
carnal feelings. Worse than that, He builds without a Foundation. No basement.
His foundation is based on the earthly soil of cares that is cursed.
The Master Yahshua is the ONLY Foundation on which to build, or place on the Rock
of life. (Ephsiyah/Eph. 2:20, 1 Corintyah Alef/ 1 Cor.3: 11, Tehillim/Ps.127: 1).
Luka 6 vs.48- A wise man takes the already established foundation or the faith of Yahshua,
or the faith that He had on earth and then and simply places it on the rock of their own lives.
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Both call Yahshua Master.
Both hear His Word, both have perfect hearing.
Both face adverse circumstances, same exact circumstances.
Both go through life with the same promises of YHWH.

Common Storms were sent by YHWH to test the foundation of their emunah. What is
your foundation composed of?
Corintyah Bet/2 Cor.11: 3- Simple basics of the faith compose the foundation. Read your
bible, pray, communication. Fellowship, soul winning. -Heb.10: 25. 2 Tim.2: 15, Ps.119:
105. 1 Thess.5: 17.
Person # 1 focuses on the core basics, while person # 2 is too unstable to focus on the basics,
getting easily sidetracked by appealing diversions such as are found on many internet sites.

Close: Heb.12: 27- Only the “Yahshua Foundation” can never be shaken. Person #2 has hid
house destroyed because he has left out the Foundation. Ignoring Yahshua routinely is
usually is a cycle, or pattern of behavior for many so called believers. When Yahshua
exposes sin so should we. When He forgive the repentant so should we! We must set aside
emotions and continually examine His life and His actions!

